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Answer all parts of a question at a place. 
  

Part – A (Answer all the questions) 
Q1  Answer the following questions : multiple type or dash fill up type : (2 x 10) 

 a) Pirn changing motion is ----------- type motion in loom.  
 b) Double lift dobby produces -------- type shed.  
 c) Average velocity of a shuttle in a modern automatic loom is about ----- m/s.  
 d) Minimum number of shuttle boxes in a multiple box loom is ------ for inserting 

weft of four different colours. 
 

 e) Length of yarn wound in the bunch of a pirn of automatic pirn changing loom 
is equal to length of about ----- to ---- picks. 

 

 f) Generally, the number of warp yarn(s) drawn per dent in reed is ------.  
 g) If the capacity of a single lift jacquard is 200, then minimum number of hooks 

in the jacquard will be ------. 
 

 h) The maximum retardation of the shuttle entering the other box after picking is 
applied by -------. 

 

 i) The minimum types of yarns required for weaving terry fabric is ------.  
 j) Out of the various motions, the ------- motion consumes maximum power in 

plain loom. 
 

    
Q2  Answer the following questions : Short answer type : (2 x 10) 

 a) How reversing of shafts is done in a loom fitted with Keighley dobby?  
 b) What do you understand by bending factor in weaving?  
 c) What is parallel pick motion?  
 d) Why seven wheel take-up motion is preferred over five wheel take-up motion?  
 e) Why warp protector motion is used in shuttle loom?  
 f) How weft mixing is obtained multiple shuttle box loom?  
 g) Why positive let-off is preferred over negative let-off motion?  
 h) When cross-border dobby / jacquard is used in loom for fabric designing?  
 i) What do you mean by lift or throw of tappet?  
 j) For what purpose the Shirley Take-up motion was developed?  
    
  Part – B (Answer any four questions)  

Q3 a) Name the factors which influence the design of a negative shedding tappet 
and show the stages of designing of the same for weaving plain fabric 
assuming your own parameters. 

(10) 

 b) Show the movement/displacement of the heald shafts for weaving 2/1 twill 
design using tappet. 

(5) 
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Q4 a) Describe the working principle of any double lift dobby or jacquard with 
suitable line diagram. 

(10) 

 b) Discuss the basis of selection of tappet, dobby and jacquard as shedding 
device for weaving the desired fabric. 

(5) 

    
Q5 a) Explain with necessary diagram the working principle of any under pick 

motion found in automatic loom. When and why the pick timing is made late or 
early? 

(10) 

 b) Derive the expression of power of picking and find out the value of the same 
in any shuttle loom using your own parameters. 

(5) 

    
Q6 a) Derive the expressions of sley displacement, velocity and acceleration for a 

shuttle loom and show the nature of sley acceleration. 
(10) 

 b) Why the motion of sley in a shuttle loom is made eccentric? Justify the needs 
of changing eccentric ratio value for weaving different fabrics. 

(5) 

    
Q7 a) What do you define loom constant or dividend for take-up motion? Why the 

calculated or theoretical loom constant is different to the actual loom 
constant? Assuming, your own specifications, calculate the loom constant of a 
seven wheel take-up motion. 

(10) 

 b) Why weft stop motion is used in loom? Compare side weft fork and centre 
weft fork type weft stop motions. 

(5) 

    
Q8 a) Describe with suitable diagram the working principle of the multiple drop box 

motion for using four colours in weft. 
(10) 

 b) Name at least five major fabric defects and state the causes and remedies of 
one such defect. 

(5) 

    
Q9  Write short notes on any THREE : (5x3) 

  (a) Terry towel weaving            (b) Warp stop motion  
  (c) Positive let-off motion         (d) Automatic loom vs Non-automatic loom  
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